Legislative Commission on Government Efficiency

Public Hearing - Lansing
10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. • Wednesday, August 12, 2009
State Capitol Building
Room 426 • 4th Floor
100 N. Capitol Avenue • Lansing, Michigan
Present:
James Curran, Co-Chair
Georgi-Ann Bargamian
Mitch Bean

Fern Griesbach
David Leonard
Gary Olson

I.
Call to Order
Co-Chair Curran called the hearing to order at 10:00 a.m.
II.
Public Participation
Eighteen members of the public turned in participation request cards.
Tanya Bryanton
11568 Gold Fields Drive
Grand Ledge, MI 48837
DHS
Iris K. Salters
2621 Woodview
Lansing, MI
Michigan Education Association

-SEE ATTACHED WRITTEN TESTIMONY

John Andrews
Michigan Association of Substance Abuse
Coordinating Agencies

-SEE ATTACHED WRITTEN TESTIMONY

Ray Holman
State Employees

-privatization of child welfare care is not cost effective

Jack Minore
MI AFL-CIO

-agrees that state's problems are structural
-encourage not mandate consolidation
-hold off with health care reform until action at federal level is determined
-private agencies are driven by profit while public agencies are driven by service

Larry Bamdy
Henrietta Township

-shared best practices at township level
-opposed to increasing local unit tax authority
-extended an invitation for anyone to come to see how they operate

K. P. Pelleran
124 W. Allegan, Suite 1220
Lansing, MI 48933
Fight Crime: Invest in Kids

-SEE ATTACHED WRITTEN TESTIMONY

Summer Minnick
Michigan Municipal League

-look at what the corrections cuts may place on local safety concerns
-not opposed to earmarking revenue sharing to core services, but concerned
with level of funding
-supports increasing taxing authority, but not if revenue sharing is cut first
-need flexibility in local taxing options due to diverse communities

Donald Green
1700 Coogan Drive
Milford, MI 48381
Milford Township

-opposed to restricting revenue sharing

Janet T. Eyster, Ph.D.
4990 N. Zimmer Road
Williamston, MI 48895
Williamston Township

-opposed to restricting revenue sharing
-be careful when consolidating health care so it is not mandatory
-opposed to increasing tax authority
-shifting money from K-12 to community colleges will not help
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Pamela Beck
P.O. Box 69
12715 E. Chicago Road
Somerset Center, MI 49282
Township of Somerset

-opposed to mandatory health insurance
-opposed to consolidating townships
-opposed to restricting revenue sharing

Jan Jewell
2612 Dunlap
Lansing, MI 48911

-she is willing to take a 1% reduction in 401(k) in exchange for not
making any more state employee healthcare changes
-be cautious about privatization
-enhanced drivers license program should be put on hold and child support
check no longer being done

Patti
Eagle Township

consolidation at county level will not save much money
-State needs to continue payments in lieu of taxes for state property or sell
-if service tax is proposed, make it across the board

Pamela Mazich
4695 Grange Hall Road
Holly, MI
Groveland Township

-opposed to restricting revenue sharing
-don't need additional taxing authority
-already trying to consolidate where possible

Alison Kalcec
Rose Township

-already implementing efficiencies
-look at diversity of townships and craft taxing authority to fit individual
community needs

Nick Ciaramitaro
15473 Candlelight
Roseville, MI
AFSCME

-efficiency does not equate to cutting
-cuts can increase costs in the long run
-problems are structural
-concerned with health care consolidation for public employees

Sharon Parks
1115 S. Pennsylvania
Lansing, MI
Michigan League for Human Services

-SEE ATTACHED WRITTEN TESTIMONY

Dave Bushouse
7275 W. Main
Kalamazoo, MI 49009
Oshtemo Charter Township

-Do not cut township revenue sharing
-Townships are the most cost effective forms of government

Other testimony was submitted to the Commission in person or via email and was received into the record:
Michael Hansen, President
Michigan Community College Association

-SEE ATTACHED WRITTEN STATEMENT

Frank Webster

-SEE ATTACHED WRITTEN STATEMENT

Joseph G. Ferrari

-SEE ATTACHED WRITTEN STATEMENT

Charles Wright

-SEE ATTACHED WRITTEN STATEMENT

Scott Hopkins

-SEE ATTACHED WRITTEN STATEMENT

Doug Dante

-SEE ATTACHED WRITTEN STATEMENT

Neal Barncard

-SEE ATTACHED WRITTEN STATEMENT

Angela Graves

-SEE ATTACHED WRITTEN STATEMENT

Although everyone who had wished to testify did so by 12:00 noon, the public hearing ended at 3:00 p.m.
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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

"Joseph G. Ferrari" <Georgemarie67@aol.com>
<lcge@legislature.mi.gov>
8/12/2009 9:19 AM
Council Website: Committee Meeting Today on Governmental Efficiency-Revenue Sharing

This is an enquiry e-mail via http://council.legislature.mi.gov/ from:
Joseph G. Ferrari <Georgemarie67@aol.com>
Hi-Please enter this email into the record of this morning's meeting.
I understand that the Legislative Commission for Government Efficiency will be discussing possibly tying
constitutional revenue sharing to certain local municipal functions. How to specifically allocate constitutional
revenue sharing monies should be left to the discretion of the local elected governmental officials as they are the
ones that are ultimately responsible for local budgets. We are the ones that are directly elected by our local residents
to administer local budgets, programs and services to our residents. To basically state that these monies will now
come with certain strings severely ties the hands of local officials, who are ultimately responsible for local
government services. Too many programs coming down from the federal level to the state and local levels have
restrictions that are of a "one size fits all" approach. That is a false assumption, especially at the local level as each
community has different needs. In conclusion, please do not put onerous
restrictions on any state revenue sharing monies coming back to the locals as allocating those monies should be
strictly local decisions make by community elected officials with input of community residents.
Joseph G. Ferrari, Treasurer
Charter Township of Oxford
Oakland County, MI
300 Dunlap Road, PO Box 3
Oxford, MI 48371-0003
248-628-9787, ext. 105 (phone)
248-628-8139 (fax)
248-933-4183 (cell)

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

CHARLES WRIGHT <charlestheright@msn.com>
<lcge@legislature.mi.gov>
8/12/2009 1:53 AM
Michigan Friend of the Court

Hello members,
Your Summary of Potential Recommendations contains no recommendations for the family justice system in
Michigan or the Michigan Friend of the Court. This is a serious oversight.
http://council.legislature.mi.gov/files/lcge/summary_potential_recommendations.pdf
The child support program alone includes spending of $248 million / year, at least $20 million of which is spent by
state and local governments directly.
http://courts.michigan.gov/scao/services/focb/CSPR12-06ReportAndRecommendations.pdf
These programs effect millions of Michiganians, including children, parents, and extended family members.
I have previously made a summary and recommendations here which may assist you:
http://www.scribd.com/doc/12745431/Suggestions-to-Help-the-Michigan-Friend-of-the-Court-Strengthen-Families
However, direct recommendations in your report should include matter such as:
* Reform child custody procedures so that African American fathers are no longer only 3/5hs as likely as White
Non-Hispanic fathers to receive a custody recommendation for joint custody or a for father sole custody.
http://www.scribd.com/doc/6169001/Analysis-of-Friend-of-the-Court-Custody-Recommendations
* Reform court procedures to ensure that parents and children get due process and that an impartial court has
weighed all of the relevant facts.
http://www.scribd.com/doc/3123830/Michigan-Child-Custody-Survey-Report
http://www.scribd.com/doc/2561734/Some-Thoughts-on-Child-Custody-Hearings
* Reform the Friend of the Court Association to stop illegal lobbying using taxpayer dollars.
http://www.scribd.com/doc/12744555/Is-the-Friend-of-the-Court-Stealing-Taxpayer-Dollars-From-Children-for-Ille
gal-Lobbying
* Reform the office of court recorder so that all litigants can get contemporaneous recordings, and we don't have
consistent accusations that court proceedings were altered after the fact by insiders.
http://www.scribd.com/doc/2257035/Contemporaneous-Recordings-for-Referee-Hearings-in-Michigan
* Create an independent fraud tip line and an independent internal investigative unit at the FOC to uncover
underhanded activities. Provide a mechanism for members of the public to submit reports of fraud and underhanded
tactics to such an organization. Provide specific guidelines for investigations, including undercover investigations,
and provide specific guidelines for turning over information received to law enforcement. Provide specific
guidelines for annual public reports of investigations and wrongdoings uncovered.
http://www.scribd.com/doc/948712/Detecting-Fraud-in-Court-Filings-Postal-Meters-Color-PrintersCopiers-and-Cart
ridges
http://www.scribd.com/doc/630611/A-Quick-Summary-of-Title-IVD-Funding-and-Incentives
http://www.scribd.com/doc/477791/A-Review-of-the-CSPER-Report
* Apply FOIA to the FOC and SCAO in matters not regarding a particular case, including policy matters and those
matters normally FOA-able in other departments.

* Investigate evidence of fraud in child support calculations. Change procedures so that fraud is more difficult,
including requiring that FOC must not coerce parents into signing away their rights, as they do on the standard FOC
child support form, and change procedures so that parents can actually see how the 2008 MCSFM is applied in their
case. Children are harmed when child support amounts are either inadequate or excessive.
http://www.scribd.com/doc/458394/Michigan-Friend-of-the-Court-Child-Support-Modification-Request
(Search for "fraud")
http://courts.michigan.gov/SCAO/courtforms/domesticrelations/support/foc10a.pdf
* Review the 2008 MCSFM. At this time , I do not believe that it provides an adequate amount of the child's
resources to his/her care when in the care of the parent paying child support. In particular, since the 2004-2008
formula, the elimination in the new 2008 formula of the 50% overnight refund for more than 6 days as well as the
application of the new "difference of cubes" of overnights rule for child support allocation means that children
receive substantially fewer family resources while in the care of one parent versus the care of another. This is wrong
and simply serves to hurt children, although it reduces the workload at the FOC and increase federal program
income for the FOC.
http://www.courts.michigan.gov/scao/resources/publications/manuals/focb/2008MCSFmanual.pdf
http://www.courts.michigan.gov/scao/resources/publications/manuals/focb/2004MCSFmanual.pdf

" to ensure that procedures adopted by the friend of the court will protect the best interests of children in domestic
relations matters; to encourage and assist parties voluntarily to resolve contested domestic relations matters by
agreement; to compel the enforcement of parenting time and custody orders; and to compel the enforcement of
support orders, ensuring that persons legally responsible for the care and support of children assume their legal
obligations and reducing the financial cost to this state of providing public assistance funds for the care of children."
- From MCL 552.501

Charles Wright
PO Box 970725
Ypsilanti, MI 48197
734-717-4442
_________________________________________________________________
Get your vacation photos on your phone!
http://windowsliveformobile.com/en-us/photos/default.aspx?&OCID=0809TL-HM

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Scott Hopkins <shopk7@yahoo.com>
<LCGE@legislature.mi.gov>
8/11/2009 8:48 AM
Recommendations to help the FOC more efficiently serve its purpose

Legislative Commission on Government Efficiency
LCGE@legislature.mi.gov
Greetings,
In regards to your Summary of Potential Recommendations there are no recommendations for the family justice
system in Michigan or the Michigan Friend of the Court. I believe this is a serious oversight.
The child support program alone includes spending of $248 million / year, at least $20 million of which is spent by
state and local governments directly.
These programs affect millions of Michigan citizens, including children, parents, extended family members and
ultimately the community at large.
Direct recommendations in your report should include matter such as:
1. Reform child custody. Why is there a perception that fathers cannot win in Family court? Why does the high
percentage of mother custody awards reflect this perception? Why is it that African American fathers are only 3/5
as likely as White Non-Hispanic fathers to receive a custody recommendation from the FOC for joint custody or for
father sole custody?
2. Reform court procedures to ensure that parents and children get due process and that an impartial court has
weighed all of the relevant facts.
3. Reform the Friend of the Court Association to stop illegal lobbying using taxpayer dollars.
4. Reform the office of court recorder so that all litigants can get contemporaneous recordings, and we don't have
consistent accusations that court proceedings were altered after the fact by insiders.
5. Create an independent fraud tip line and an independent internal investigative unit
at the FOC to uncover underhanded activities.
- Provide a mechanism for members of the public to submit reports of fraud and underhanded tactics to such an
organization.
- Provide specific guidelines for investigations, including undercover investigations, and provide specific
guidelines for turning over information received to law enforcement.
- Provide specific guidelines for annual public reports of investigations and wrongdoings uncovered.
6. Apply FOIA to the FOC and SCAO in matters not regarding a particular case,
including policy matters and those matters normally FOIA-able in other departments.
7. Investigate evidence of fraud in child support calculations.
- Change procedures so that fraud is more difficult, including requiring
that FOC must not coerce parents into signing away their rights, as they do on the standard FOC child support form,
and change procedures so that parents can actually see how the 2008 MCSFM is applied in their case. Children are
harmed when child support amounts are either inadequate or excessive.
8. Review the 2008 MCSFM. At this time , I do not believe that it provides an adequate amount of the child's
resources to his/her care when in the care of the parent paying child support.
- In particular, since the 2004-2008 formula, the elimination in the new 2008 formula of the 50% overnight
refund for more than 6 days as well as the application of the new "difference of cubes" of overnights rule for child
support allocation means that children receive substantially fewer family resources while in the care of the
non-custodial parent versus the care of the custodial parent. This is wrong and simply serves to hurt children,
although it reduces the workload at the FOC and increase federal program income for the FOC.
These are egregious deficiencies in the justice of our Family Court System that demand to be addressed. Overall

there seems to be a conflict between the best interest of the child and the best interest of the state. Current practice
favors the best interest of the state all the while claiming best interest of the child.
I sincerely hope you will address these issues.
Scott Hopkins

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Susan Cavanagh
Dante, Doug
8/10/2009 3:43 PM
Re: Recommendations to

Thank you for your email. Please be assured that it has been distributed to the members of the Legislative Commission on
Government Efficiency..
>>> Doug Dante <dougdante1@yahoo.com> 8/10/2009 3:33 PM >>>
Legislative Commission on Government Efficiency
LCGE@legislature.mi.gov
Hello members,
Your Summary of Potential Recommendations contains no recommendations for the family justice system in Michigan or the
Michigan Friend of the Court. This is a serious oversight.
http://council.legislature.mi.gov/files/lcge/summary_potential_recommendations.pdf
The child support program alone includes spending of $248 million / year, at least $20 million of which is spent by state and local
governments directly.
http://courts.michigan.gov/scao/services/focb/CSPR12-06ReportAndRecommendations.pdf
These programs effect millions of Michiganians, including children, parents, and extended family members.
I have previously made a summary and recommendations here which may assist you:
http://www.scribd.com/doc/12745431/Suggestions-to-Help-the-Michigan-Friend-of-the-Court-Strengthen-Families
However, direct recommendations in your report should include matter such as:
* Reform child custody procedures so that African American fathers are no longer only 3/5hs as likely as White Non-Hispanic fathers
to receive a custody recommendation for joint custody or a for father sole custody.
http://www.scribd.com/doc/6169001/Analysis-of-Friend-of-the-Court-Custody-Recommendations
* Reform court procedures to ensure that parents and children get due process and that an impartial court has weighed all of the
relevant facts.
http://www.scribd.com/doc/3123830/Michigan-Child-Custody-Survey-Report
http://www.scribd.com/doc/2561734/Some-Thoughts-on-Child-Custody-Hearings
* Reform the Friend of the Court Association to stop illegal lobbying using taxpayer dollars.
http://www.scribd.com/doc/12744555/Is-the-Friend-of-the-Court-Stealing-Taxpayer-Dollars-From-Children-for-Illegal-Lobbying
* Reform LGALs in matters of child custody so that LGALs are chosen randomly, and are not unduly influenced by a judge who may
be inclined to give them ex-parte instructions as to how to proceed in protecting the interests of their minor clients based on the
interests of the local government or for other purposes.
http://www.scribd.com/doc/15639627/Lawyer-Guardian-AdLitem-in-Matters-of-Child-Custody
* Reform the office of court recorder so that all litigants can get contemporaneous recordings, and we don't have consistent
accusations that court proceedings were altered after the fact by insiders.
http://www.scribd.com/doc/2257035/Contemporaneous-Recordings-for-Referee-Hearings-in-Michigan
* Create an independent fraud tip line and an independent internal investigative unit at the FOC to uncover underhanded activities.
Provide a mechanism for members of the public to submit reports of fraud and underhanded tactics to such an organization.
Provide specific guidelines for investigations, including undercover investigations, and provide specific guidelines for turning over
information received to law enforcement. Provide specific guidelines for annual public reports of investigations and wrongdoings
uncovered.
http://www.scribd.com/doc/948712/Detecting-Fraud-in-Court-Filings-Postal-Meters-Color-PrintersCopiers-and-Cartridges
http://www.scribd.com/doc/630611/A-Quick-Summary-of-Title-IVD-Funding-and-Incentives
http://www.scribd.com/doc/477791/A-Review-of-the-CSPER-Report
* Apply FOIA to the FOC and SCAO in matters not regarding a particular case, including policy matters and those matters normally
FOA-able in other departments.

* Investigate evidence of fraud in child support calculations. Change procedures so that fraud is more difficult, including requiring
that FOC must not coerce parents into signing away their rights, as they do on the standard FOC child support form, and change
procedures so that parents can actually see how the 2008 MCSFM is applied in their case. Children are harmed when child support
amounts are either inadequate or excessive.
http://www.scribd.com/doc/458394/Michigan-Friend-of-the-Court-Child-Support-Modification-Request
(Search for "fraud")
* Review the 2008 MCSFM. At this time , I do not believe that it provides an adequate amount of the child's resources to his/her
care when in the care of the parent paying child support. In particular, since the 2004-2008 formula, the elimination in the new
2008 formula of the 50% overnight refund for more than 6 days as well as the application of the new "cube of differences" of
overnights rule for child support allocation means that children receive substantially fewer family resources while in the care of one
parent versus the care of another. This is wrong and simply serves to hurt children, although it reduces the workload at the FOC
and increase federal program income for the FOC.
http://www.courts.michigan.gov/scao/resources/publications/manuals/focb/2008MCSFmanual.pdf
http://www.courts.michigan.gov/scao/resources/publications/manuals/focb/2004MCSFmanual.pdf
Sincerely,
Doug Dante

http://www.scribd.com/people/view/102440-dougdante

From:
To:
CC:
Date:
Subject:
Attachments:

"Neal Barncard" <BarncardN@michigan.gov>
<LCGE@legislature.mi.gov>
"Neal Barncard" <nbimlds@gmail.com>
7/29/2009 4:19 PM
Fwd: Now is the time to speak up!
Fwd: Now is the time to speak up!; Thanks.pdf; Neal Barncard.vcf

Hi,
I have worked for the State of Michigan for over 10 years now. Before that I spent years in the service of our
country's military, unionized manufacturing and retail management. I have owned my own business, ran for elected
public office and served as an appointed official in my county's government and many other not for profit leadership
positions within the community I have live in. That experience is broader than most people have, I know. That said,
I have yet to understand why things in Michigan's bureaucracies are the way they are as far as they are structured.
These have not come in to being and been done by accident or without the oversight of many people over many
years.
I wish to ask one question: What are your guiding principles you are using to make your decisions to change
Michigan's bureaucracies? As it needs to be done I feel, if we don't set up the new bureaucracies using good
principles, what is likely all to happen again. They will all reestablish themselves again, once you dismantle them all
very quickly.
I don't think anyone will read or respond back to this as if you have time read this. That is why I have little faith that
anyone or group is capable of fixing the problems we have......They were created by highly educated and well
meaning people with the best of intentions but, I feel they were not guided by good principles.
"We have all learned by sad experience that it is the nature and disposition of almost all...., as soon as they get a
little authority, as they suppose, they will immediately begin to exercise it in ways that will not reach the ends they
wish." We are living in the proof of that statement.
All I wish to say is be careful with the decisions your making. Use the time tested principles we have to base them
on and all will work for the betterment of our wonderful State and the all Communities that are within its borders.
The attached is what was sent to me.........with the link to your E-mail.....

Neal Barncard
MDOT/Airports Division
2700 E. Port Lansing Dr.
Lansing MI 48906
(517)335-9484
FAX 886-0366
AASHTO-SCoQ
ASQ-CQPA

>>> Angela Graves <AngieGraves64@hotmail.com> 7/20/2009 2:11 AM >>>
This is an enquiry e-mail via http://council.legislature.mi.gov/ from:
Angela Graves <AngieGraves64@hotmail.com>
Dear LCGE,
I am writing to urge you not to lump teacher benefits into the state health care insurance system.
As a 5th year teacher, I can say that the benefits are the biggest thing a teaching career has to attract new people to the field.
There are many drawbacks to a career in teaching. Long hours, low pay, high stress, a long unpaid internship (which already
makes it nearly impossible for anyone living on their own to accomplish), never ending state forced continuing education that has to
be personally paid for (at higher and higher costs), and classroom expenses that have to be paid out of a teacher's income due to
schools' low funding.
Becoming a teacher after having a family of my own, at the age of 40, has had a devastating financial effect on my life. I wanted
to help people at the same time as provide benefits to my family. It took me ten years of working full time and going to school part
time to do it. During my internship I had to cut my paying job to 20 hours while working 40 unpaid hours at the school, and was
unable to pay credit card bills and medical bills. This ruined my credit, which takes 7 years to rebuild. I am still in year 5. My pay
is low as a new teacher, so I still work 20 hours as a hairdresser to pay my bills. My student loans total $36,000. My first year of
teaching I spent $2000 on classroom supplies. This year I was given a $200 budget for my classroom supplies for the year.
I know that I didn't have to become a teacher. But what I am trying to say, is that it was the benefits that convinced me to take
the low pay and all the other negative aspects. If there are not good benefits, what does teaching have to offer as a career? Love
of children is not enough to attract good people to this challenging job.
Even people like me, who love children, want to help the community, work above and beyond the call of duty (I tutor kids from my
class,, who are struggling, for free after school), and aren't looking to get rich, do not want to go to school for five years plus
forever, and have it be that living at the fringe of poverty is the outcome.
I struggle now to pay the co-pays and deductibles for my family. I beg you not to make my job one that I cannot afford to keep by
decreasing my medical coverage.
I thank you for your consideration,
Angela Graves

